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Halvarssons has been around for 70 years. Based on a firm foundation 
of craftsmanship, it’s clothes have continued to develop as leather and 
textile technology have advanced. Halvarssons have only the very best 
qualities and characteristics. We put our all into developing garments that 
are extremely safe and comfortable. Among the many testimonials to our 
success are Swedish, British and Czech police forces, all of whom wear 
our gear. Halvarssons makes stylish clothes with a classic appearance 
that last for years in terms of both quality and safety.

Lindstrands makes the clothes for people who like to stand out and live 
life to the full. With an extensive range and modern features that do not 
compromise on safety, Lindstrands’ epic ride continues into its second 
century. Lindstrands began making motorcycle boots back in the 1950s, 
and their products have only got better since. This is the brand for people 
who relish adventure and who dare to go the extra mile.

When Niss Oskar Jonsson founded Jofama in 1926, he could never in his 
wildest dreams have foreseen the technological advances to come. But 
even back then, the focus was on craftsmanship, tradition and quality – 
things that still characterise the entire product line today. Jofama makes 
functional, reasonably priced bike wear whose classic style never goes 

ONE FAMILY. 

out of fashion.

THREE BRANDS.

WE ARE READY.
A motorcyclist’s personal protective equipment falls under an EU 

requirement; a requirement that products stating they give the 

user some form of protection must be tested and certified by an 

accredited laboratory which also issues a CE certificate for the 
product. If the product only provides protection against weather 
such as rain and wind, it does not need to be tested and certified.

The certification process includes mechanical tests (material, 
seams and protection), together with chemical analysis of the 

materials included in the product.
The importer to the EU or the distributor to the market are 
responsible for ensuring that products brought into the EU

or placed on the market are tested and certified. Through the 

brands Jofama, Halvarssons and Lindstrands, Jofama has long 
developed products which have been tested and are thereby 
CE marked.

Today there are standards for the following product groups:

EN 1621-1 CE standard for impact protection (shoulders, 
elbows, hips and knees).

EN 1621-2 CE standard for back protection.
EN 1621-3 CE standard for chest protection.

EN 1621-4 CE standard for inflatable protection.
EN 13595 CE standard for motorcycle gloves.
EN 13634 CE standard for motorcycle footwear.

EN 14021 CE standard to protect riders against stones and 

debris (off-road motorcycling).
EN 17092 CE standard for protective clothing for “private 
individuals”. (Under development, publication expected in 2019).

Our new products for 2017, 2018 and 2019 are ready to fulfill 

the requirements in the EN 17092 standard for clothing.

In some standards, the level of protection is stated. “Level 1” 

indicates the lowest level of protection, and “Level 2” the highest 

level of protection. This must also be stated on these products.

Products that have undergone testing and certification for 

motorcycle use must be CE marked. Read more at 
www.jofama.se
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Fakta och storleksguide

ARMOUR

Garments that use armour have 
Velcro sewn into them to keep the 

armour in place and for ease of 
adjustment.

AIR MESH

We often use Air Mesh behind 

armour for better comfort.

HI-ART

This is where HI-ART® is located in our  
garments. Our proprietary material 
makes garments incredibly resistant 

to wear, and is used in most of our 
products.

SEAMS

We choose thread to suit the  
material to make seams as strong 

as possible. We use Triple Stitch in 
vulnerable areas of our leather wear.

OUTER FABRIC
The outer fabric is leather or  

textile with various types of 
surface treatment.

MEMBRANE
Some garments also have a 
sewn-in or removable membrane. 

Taped seams, naturally.

LINING
Closest to the body is a lining, sewn-in or 

removable. Usually made from ventilated 

mesh, temperature-regulating Outlast® 
or a warm, quilted lining.

BENEATH THE SURFACE.

Facts

SIZE AND FIT.

When we make our clothes we also make them in many special sizes in 

order for them to fit as many body types as possible. If you don’t find a 

garment that fits you perfectly, why not visit our Alterations Studio. We’ll 

help you get your clothes to fit as perfectly as possible. We can also take 

care of clothes that are ripped or have suffered some other kind of damage.

EXPERT TAILORING.

Coming in from the rain – Let wet garments dry slowly at room 

temperature. Leather garments should not be dried at too high a 

temperature and never in an airing cupboard or on a radiator as 
this will make garments stiff and hard.

Leather garments – Leather garments must never dry out com-

pletely. Because dry leather fibres break easily under stress such 
as an accident, treat leather regularly with e.g. Nikwax Waterproof 
Wax for Leather so that it retains its natural elasticity. Use a mild 

soap solution or leather soap such as Nikwax Leather Cleaner 
two or three times a year to ensure garments last year in, year out. 

Always test it first somewhere that doesn’t show e.g. inside.

Textile garments – To keep textile garments clean, wash them 
according to their washing instructions; we recommend the use of 

Nikwax Tech Wash. But don’t forget to remove the armour.  
You should waterproof outer garments often, preferably every three 

Looking good and feeling comfortable on the road demands the right size CARE INSTRUCTIONS.

washes. Use Nikwax TX Direct for functional clothing.

clothes. What many forget is that a good fit is also important for safety. 

Because it’s essential for protectors to be positioned correctly, we make 

adjustments possible by attaching protection with Velcro. Also, remember 

to try on the garments together with the clothes you usually wear when 

riding your MC. And don’t be afraid to ask our personnel for help. The 

best way to find the right size is to visit one of our dealers. They’ll help 

you find the right fit when you need new equipment. You can also see our 

size guide at page 30-31. You can locate our dealers at www.jofama.se
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WALKYR / WALKYRIA / WISH PANTS  
• 
 repellent Teflon treatment
• HI-ART® reinforcement at shoulders, elbows, 
 hips and knees
• CE certified to class ”AA”
• CE approved level 2 protectors, adjustable
• Dryway + ® laminated functional membrane
• Outlast temperature regulating lining with 
 Thinsulate®. Removable
• Can be supplemented with back protection
• Jacket with open back vent for increased ventilation
• Detachable HV vest
• Ventilation opening on the legs
• Leather reinforced at seat
• Can be zipped together
• Reflecting parts

Jacket size Men’s 46-66, Ladies 36-50

14 800,-

Pabts size Men’s 46-62, SL48-SL58, LL50-LL56,
Ladies 36-48, SL40-SL48

12 200,-

TOP QUALITY, 
PRACTICAL AND 

Light, supple and quick-drying clothes in a 

THE JOY OF RIDING

unique material that provides the highest level 
of comfort come heatwave or torrential rain.

Halvarssons has been making safe bike wear for the Scandinavian 

climate for 70 years. The clothes undergo constant development 

and our goal has always been to provide assurance, safety and 
comfort to riders. Halvarssons excels in every little detail. This is 
true of every product in our extensive range that includes eve-

ry-thing from leather jackets to gloves. The weather in Scandinavia 
is capricious – a warm sunny day can turn wet and chilly in an 

instant, so it’s important that clothes work well in every weather.

2 layer laminated construction with extra water 
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WIEN / WIEN LADY / W PANTS
• 
 hips and knees
• CE certified to class ”AA”
• Reflective panels
• Can be supplemented with back protection
• Jacket with stretch panels at back, adjustable waist 
 straps both height and width for optimal fit
• Open back vent for increased ventilation
• Ventilation openings at the front
• Ventilation openings at legs
• Suregrip at seat
• Can be zipped together

Jacket size Men’s Black 46-66 Black/Lava 48-62, 
Ladies Black 36-48 Black/Lava 36-46

13 300,- 

Pants size 
Men’s 46-62, SL50-SL58, 
Ladies 36-48, SL40-SL48

A NEW BENCHMARK 
IN FUNCTIONAL WEAR 
WIEN & WIEN LADY Never standing still, the new Wein and 
Wein Lady technical textile jackets set a new benchmark in func-

tional wear. The new removable Outlast temperature regulating 
lining combined with Innoborn insulation, a material warmer than 
wool and having moisture transporting properties can be worn 

separately making it the ideal travelling companion. Our latest 

Dryway 2.0 functional membrane,  DWR (Durable water repellent) 
treatment to the outer material and removable collar takes care of 
the worst the weather can offer while stretch panels, ventilation 

openings and multiple adjustment possibilities maximise comfort. 
Reassurance of our HiArt high abrasion resistant material in key 

areas, adjustable level 2 armour, reflecting panels and the option 
for our adjustable level 2 back protector, all backed up with a 
CE certification meeting class “AA” means you’re left with only 

enjoying your ride.

W PANTS Constructed using a functional, flexible fabric, Dryway 
2.0 membrane, DWR (Durable Water Repellent) treatment to the 

outer fabric and Outlast with Innoborn temperature regulating 
removable thermal lining these trousers make the perfect com-

panion to the Wein jacket. Ventilation openings, stretch panels, 
several adjustment possibilities and different leg length options 
maximise comfort and fit while the HiArt high abrasion resistant 

material, adjustable level 2 protectors to the knees and hips keep 

you feeling safe. Long leg zips for easy entry and exit, removable 
braces and connecting zip for jackets complete the package. 
Certified to class “AA”.

Hi-Art® reinforcement at shoulders, elbows, 

9 900,- 
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HERCULES

Textile / Stretch fabric construction
• HI-ART® reinforcement at shoulders and elbows
• CE approved level 2 protectors, adjustable
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• Outlast temperature regulating lining. Removable
• Can be supplemented with back protection
• Ventilation openings at front
• Can be connected to pants
• Reflecting parts

Size Men’s 46-66

10 900,-

PRINCE

Textile / Stretch fabrics
• HI-ART® reinforcement at hips and knees
• CE approved protectors, adjustable
• Dryway + ® function membrane
• Outlast® temperature regulating lining. Removable
• Ventilation opening at the thigh
• Adjustments at waist and calf
• Reflectors
• Can be connected to jacket
• Detachable braces
• Leather reinforced at seat

Size Men’s 48-62, SL50-SL58

PRIME

Technical textile jacket
• Textile / Stretch fabric construction
• HI-ART® reinforcement at shoulders and elbows
• CE approved protectors, adjustable
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• Outlast® temperature regulating lining with Thinsulate®.
• Removable HV vest and neck collar
• Adjustable at waist for optimal fit
• Can be supplemented with back protection
• Ventilation openings
• Can be connected to trousers
• Reflecting panels

provide the highest levels of comfort, mobility 
and protection.

Read more about Outlast, textile and 
leather for MC at www.jofama.se

8 200,-
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CELTIC / CAMBRIDGE / C PANTS

Durable Water Repellent (DWR) treated leather
• Hi-Art® reinforcement at shoulders, elbows, 
 hips and knees
• CE certified to class ”AAA”
• CE approved level 2 protectors, adjustable
• Outlast ® temperature regulating lining
• Ventilation openings
• Jackets can be supplemented with back protection
• Can be connected zipped together
• TFL Cool System – A technology which reflects 
 the suns heat.

Jacket size Men’s 48-64, Ladies 36-46

14 400,-

Pants size Men’s 48-62, Ladies 36-46

12 900,-

CELTIC & CAMBRIDGE A real classic jacket made from the 

finest cowhide but with the most up to date technology. With 
the latest Dryway 2.0 functional membrane and Outlast tempe-
rature regulating lining, these jackets are ready for the worst. 

And when the summer arrives the TFL treatment will trick the 

sun into thinking the jacket is white and reflect the heat, keeping 
you comfortable and cool. Ventilation openings further ad to the 
comfort in hot weather. No need to worry about safety. With HiArt 

high abrasion resistant material to the elbows and shoulders, level 
2 armour, adjustable of course for the perfect fit no matter what 

shape you body, facility to add a back protector which can also be 
adjusted and a CE certificate to the highest “AAA” level, we think 
we’ve got you covered.

C-PANTS A soft comfortable pant in the cowhide with a Dryway 
2.0 functional membrane, temperature regulating Outlast lining 
to keep you both warm and cool, TFL treatment for reflecting the 

suns heat, and ventilation openings at the thigh, this pant is desig-
ned for riding. Pre-curved legs and adjustable level 2 armour make 

them comfortable from day one and the large back zip opening 
make them easy to use. HiArt high abrasion material in key areas 

and a CE certification to the highest level “AAA” should mean your 

safe should the worst happen.

FUNCTIONAL WITH 
THE MOST UP TO DATE 
TECHNOLOGY. 
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Cowhide leather of the highest quality.
These garments are comfortable and 
functional with an extra focus on safety.

LEMMY / LIZZY / LEON PANT

• 
• HI-ART® reinforcement at shoulders, elbows, 
 hips and knees
• Triple Stitched
• CE certified to class ”AA”
• CE approved level 2 protectors, adjustable
• Jacket can be supplemented with back protection
• Can be zipped together

Jacket size Men’s 48-64, Ladies 36-46

9 990,-

Pants size Men’s 46-60, 
Ladies 36-48

9 990,-

Stylish retro models in washed goatskin 
that delivers style and safety.

SEVENTY / 310 LADY
• 
• HI-ART® reinforcement at shoulders and elbows
• Triple Stitched
• CE approved protectors, adjustable
• Can be supplemented with back protection
• Can be connected to pants

Size Men’s Brown 46-60, Red 50-62

7 900,-

CUT

• 
• Double zipper at front for adjustable width

Size S-3XL

RIDER PANTS Retro finish leather pant

• 
• Washed goat skin construction
• HI-ART® reinforcement at hips and knees
• Triple Stitched
• CE approved protection, adjustable
• Cargo pocket at thigh
• Can be connected to jacket

Size Men’s 46-62 Ladies 36-46

7 900,-

Washed, tear resistant goat skin constructionCowhide construction

Size Ladies 36-44

5400,-

Vintage cowhide construction
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SETH PANTS / SETH LADY PANTS

Retro leather 5 pocket jean.
• Washed goat skin construction
• HI-ART® reinforcement at the hips and knees
• Triple Stitched
• CE certified to class ”AA”
• CE approved level 2 protectors, adjustable
• Can be connected to jacket

Size Men’s 46-60 Ladies 34-46

EAGLE / EAGLE LADY

Retro aged leather jacket.
• Washed goat skin construction
• HI-ART® reinforcement at shoulders 
 and elbows
• Triple Stitched
• CE certified to class ”AA”
• CE approved level 2 protectors, 
 adjustable
• Can be supplemented with back protection
• Can be connected to pants

Size Men’s 48-62, Ladies 36-46

9 990,-

FOR THOSE LOOKING 
FOR A REAL CLASSIC.

DRESDEN

Retro style leather jacket
• Washed goat skin construction
• Hi-Art® reinforcement at 
 shoulders and elbows
• CE certified to class ”AA”
• CE approved level 1 protection, 
 adjustable
• Can be supplemented with 
 back protection
• Can be connected to pants

Size Men’s 48-62

9 900,-

DRESDEN / TRENTON  A jacket for those looking for a real 
classic. Made in a washed goat’s nappa for a soft used feel and 

subtle striping, this model will leave you looking good in any 

environment. Never compromising on safety with a CE certificate 
to level “AA”, HI-ART high abrasion resistant material in key areas, 
adjustable level 1 protectors to the elbows and shoulders and an 

option to add our adjustable back protector all mean you can look 
good while feeling safe.

TRENTON

Retro leather jacket in 
classic brown
• Washed Goat skin 
 construction
• HI-ART® reinforcement at 
 shoulders and elbows
• CE certified to class ”AA”
• CE approved level 1 
 protectors, adjustable
• Can be supplemented 
 with back protection
• Can be connected to 
 pants

Size Men’s 48-62

10 900,-

7 900,-
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QURIZO / Q PANTS

• 
• HI-ART® reinforcement on shoulders, elbows, 
 hips and knees
• Dryway + ® functional membrane, removable
• CE approved protectors, adjustable
• Detachable quilted thermal lining
• Can be supplemented with back protection
• Jacket with extra large ventilation openings to front and rear
• Pants with large thigh vent
• Leather reinforced to the seat and inside calf
• Can be zipped together 
• Reflecting panels

Jacket sizes Men’s Black 46-62, Black/Yellow 46-64

9 500,-

Pants size Men’s 46-62

LUXOR / LUX PANTS

• 
 repellent Teflon treatment
• HI-ART® reinforcement at shoulders and elbows
• CE certified to class ”AA”
• Dryway + ® laminated functional membrane
• Outlast temperature regulating removable lining, 
 with Thinsulate®
• CE approved level 2 protectors, adjustable
• Can be supplemented with back protector
• Jacket with extra large ventilation openings 
 in the back and front.
• Leather reinforced seat
• Reflecting panels
• Can be zipped together

Jacket sizes Men’s 48-64

14 900,-

Pants size Men’s 48-62

11 800,-

WP JACKET / WP PANTS  

• 
• Nylon taped seams
• Hidden, adjustable hood in the collar
• Long side zippers
• Mesh lined
• Reflecting panels
• Stores in own pocket

    Protective garments with quick drying 

Jacket sizes Black M-2XL, Black/Yellow XS-3XL

       Pants sizes XS-2XL

materials that will take care of you in all 
conditions.

2-layer laminated construction with extra water 

7 900,-

1 900,-

1 900,-

Waterproof over products 

 

Light, adaptable technical products

Vyprodáno!!!
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OMAN / OMAN PANTS

• 
• Hi-Art® reinforcement at shoulders, elbows, hips and knees
• CE approved level 2 protectors, adjustable
• Open back vent for increased circulation
• Can be supplemented with back protector
• Removable Dryway + 2.0 functional membrane
• Removable lining with Innoborn® 
 insulation
• CE certified to class ”AA”
• Suregrip at seat
• Can be zipped together

Jacket size Men’s 46-64

13 300,-

Pants size Men’s 46-62

10 700,-

WACCA

• Lightweight technical jacket
• HI-ART® reinforcement at shoulders 
 and elbows
• CE approved level 2 protectors, 
 adjustable
• Dryway + ® functional membrane, 
 removable
• Can be supplemented with back 
 protector
• Extra large ventilation opening at
 front and back
• Can be connected to pants
• Reflecting panels

Sizes Men’s Black/White 46-62 
Black/Yellow 46-58

OMAN JACKET A multifunctional textile jacket designed to be 
used across the globe in every environment. The latest Dryway 2.0 
membrane and DWR (Durable Water Repellent) treatment to the 
outer shell keeps you dry while the removable thermal vest with 
moisture wicking Innoborn filling and detachable neck collar are 
sure to keep you warm. When the temperature soars the possibility 
to quickly remove both linings combined with large chest vents 
and open rear vent leaves you feeling comfortable. Comfort is 
further enhanced with multiple adjusters and stretch panels. Com-
promising safety should never be an option and the reassurance of 
a CE certification to class “AA”, adjustable limb protectors, HI-AR T
high abrasion resistant material to key areas, reflecting panels and 
option to add an adjustable back protector leave you in no doubt. 
Multiple pockets complete the look and functionality making the 
Oman jacket the choice for people with true adventure spirit.

OMAN PANTS The garment for those who want a comfortable 
pant for all conditions and environments. The DWR (Durable 
Water Repellent) treatment to the outer material, functional Dryway 
2.0 membrane and removable thermal lining with Innoborn filling 
take care of cold climates while large leg ventilation openings keep 
you cool when the linings are removed. Comfort and safety is ne-
ver compromised with multiple stretch panels, adjustable CE level 

®2 protectors to the knees and hips and HI-ART abrasion resistant 
material in key areas backed up with a class “AA” CE certification. 
Large easily accessible pockets complete the look and practicality 
for the adventurous traveller.

FOR THE ADVENTUROUS 
TRAVELLER

DWR (Durable Water Repellent) treated outer material

7 900,-
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Light weight, safe products with functional 
membranes and ventilation openings to 
make your ride more comfortable.

ZHIVAGO / ZHIVA / ZH PANTS

Lightweight summer riding products
• HI-ART® reinforcement at shoulders, 
 elbows, hips and knees
• CE certified to class ”AA”
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• CE approved level 1 protectors, adjustable
• Can be supplemented with back protection
• Ventilation opening front and back
• Mesh lined pockets in sleeves for
 increased circulation
• Pants with ventilation openings 
 at thigh
• Can be zipped together
• Reflecting parts

Jacket size Men’s 46-62, 
Ladies 34-46

        

Pants size Men’s 46-60, SL48-SL58
Ladies 34-46, SL38-SL46

FLUX

Mesh summer riding jacket
• Textile / Mesh construction
• HI-ART® reinforcement at shoulders 
 and elbows
• CE approved level 2 protectors, adjustable
• Adjustments at sleeve and waist
• Can be supplemented with back protection
• Can be connected to pants
• Reflecting panels

Size Men’s 46-60

CURTIS

Summer casual riding pant.
• Washed canvas construction
• HI-ART® reinforcement at hips and knees
• CE approved protection, adjustable
• Can be connected to jacket

Size Men’s XS-2XL

DUNDEE

Summer casual riding jacket.
• Washed Canvas/Air mesh construction
• Removable windproof fleece vest
• HI-ART® reinforcement at shoulders 
 and elbows
• CE approved protection, adjustable
• Can be supplemented with back protection
• Can be connected to pants

Size Men’s XS-4XL

6 900,-

6 900,-

6 900,-

4 100,-

5 400,-
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ZAPPA

Summer weight riding jacket.
• Reinforcing mesh lining
• CE certified to class ”A”
• CE approved level 1 protectors, 
 adjustable
• Can be supplemented with 
 back protection
• Ventilation openings
• Reflecting panels

Size S-4XL

ZIGGY
Summer weight riding jacket
• CE certified to class ”B”
• Can be completed with adjustable 
 limb protectors and back protection
• Well-ventilated 
• Can be connected to pants
• Detachable hood
• Reflecting panels

Size Men’s 46-62

CASE
Waterproof over jacket
• Coated Textile with taped seams
• Dryway + ® laminated functional membrane
• HI-ART® reinforcement at shoulders 
 and elbows
• Can be completed with limb and 
 back protection
• Ventilation openings
• Can be connected to pants
• Detachable hood
• Reflecting parts

Size Men’s 46, 50-60

CHEOPS / CHE LADY

Short Textile jacket
• HI-ART® reinforcement at 
 shoulders and elbows
• CE certified to class ”AA”
• CE approved level 2 protectors, adjustable
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• Detachable quilted thermal vest lining
• Can be supplemented with back protection
• Ventilation openings
• Can be connected to pants
• Reflecting panels

Size Men’s 48-62 Ladies 36-46

5 400,-

4 200,-

5 400,-

6 900,-
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A supple and sporty ventilated jacket that 
is wind and waterproof

ZERO/ZOYA

Lightweight summer riding jacket.
• Texdura construction
• HI-ART® reinforcement at shoulders 
 and elbows
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• Detachable vented hood and front mesh panel
• Full length mesh vent at front zip for 
 excellent cooling
• CE approved protection, adjustable
• Can be supplemented with back protection
• Can be connected to pants
• Reflecting parts

Size Men’s 48-62 
Ladies 36-46

GOBI JR / TAAL JR

• 
 shoulders, elbows, hips and knees
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• Detachable quilted thermal 
 vest lining
• Can be supplemented with 
 back protection
• Adjustable leg length
• CE approved protection, adjustable
• Reflecting panels

      Read more about functional 

Jacket size Junior S-XL

         Pants size Junior S-XL

membranes at www.jofama.se

6 900,-

HI-ART® reinforcement at 

4 900,-

3 500,-
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Sporty riding gear in cowhide with 
®Hi-Art  reenforcement.

YAGO

• Waxed Denim construction
• HI-ART® reinforcement at 
 hip and knees
• Dryway + ® functional membrane, 
 removable
• Can be supplemented with 
 hip and knee protection

Size Men’s 46-58 Ladies 36-44

4 800,-

LIZARD

Lightweight off road trouser.
• Dryway® functional membrane, 
 removable
• Ventilation on the legs
• Side cargo pocket
• Wide bottoms to fit over 
 MX style boot
• Removable lower leg

Size Black 2XS-3XL Camo XS-L

4 900,-

HYPER

One piece race suit.
• Cowhide / Textile stretch 
 construction
• HI-ART® reinforcement at 
 shoulders, elbows, hip and knees
• Triple Stitched
• CE approved protection level 2, 
 adjustable
• Aerodynamic Hump
• Aluminium protection on the 
 elbow & shoulders
• Knee sliders
• Removable lining for washing

Size Men’s 46-58

15 900,-

Read more 
®about Hi-Art  at 

CHROME / CAM

www.jofama.se Cowhide / Textile stretch construction
• HI-ART® reinforcement at the 
 shoulders and elbows
• Triple Stitched
• CE approved protection, adjustable
• Can be supplemented with back 
 protection
• Ventilated at front zip opening, 
 full length
• Can be connected to pants
• Reflecting parts

Size Men’s Black/White 46-56, 62 
Black/Yellow 48-62
Ladies 36-44

9 500,-

CORNET

• 
• HI-ART® reinforcement at 
 hip and knees
• Triple Stitched
• CE approved protection, adjustable
• Can be connected to jacket
• Double zipper at the waist for 
 different body length
• Knee sliders

Size Ladies 36-44

Cowhide / Textile stretch construction

 

7 900,-
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MACAN / MACAN LADY

Robust riding jean.
• Aramid Denim construction
• CE certified to the highest 
 class ”AAA”
• CE approved level 1 protectors, 
 adjustable

Size Men’s 48-60, SL50-SL58
Ladies 38-46

WRAP / WRAP LADY

• 
• HI-ART® reinforcement at hip 
 and knees
• Can be supplemented with 
 protection

Size Men’s Black XS-2XL, 
Men’s Blue XS-2XL, SLL-SL2XL
Ladies Black & Blue LXS-LXL

MAYSON / MAYSON LADY

Riding Jeans in Stretch denim.
• Washed Stretch Denim construction
• CE certified to class ”B”
• HI-ART® reinforcement at hip 
 and knees
• Can be supplemented with protection

Size Men’s 46-58, SL48-SL56
Ladies 34-46, SL36-SL46

BLAZE PANTS / BLAZE LADY

Vintage denim look
• HI-ART® reinforcement at hip and knees
• Can be supplemented with protection

Size Men’s Black 46-60 
Blue 46-60, SL46-SL58
Ladies 34-46, SL34-SL44 
Blue 34-46, SL34-SL46

3 990,- 6 600,-

3 990,-
2 800,-

Denim
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WP SUIT

• 
• Reflecting panels
• Opening in front and legs
• Hidden mesh hood
• Full mesh lined

Size XS-3XL 

NEPTUNE / NEPTUNE LADY / NEP PANTS

• 
• Open back vent for increased ventilation
• Can be supplemented with back protector
• Ventilation opening on the legs
• Can be zipped together
• Reflecting parts

Jacket size Men’s Black 46-66 
Black / Yellow 48-62, 
Ladies Black 34-50 Black / Yellow 36-46

         Size Men’s 46-62, SL50-SL62, 
Ladies 34-48, SL40-SL50

RC GLOVE / RC BOOTS

• Waterproof nylon boot or glove 
 cover with taped seems
• Boot cover has open sole

Size S-L

Rc Boots 550,-

Rc Glove 650,-

NEPTUNE New for 2019 the Neptune and Neptune Lady textile 

jacket for those who want basic functions without compromising 
on quality and safety. Whether you’re riding in the heat of summer 

or a chilly autumn evening, these jackets will keep you comfortable 
with their Dryway functional membrane, removable thermal lining 
and venting at the rear. Adjustable hem, cuffs and arms combined 

with Jofama’s unique adjustable  armour give the best possible 

fit for the widest range of shape and sizes. An all round zip to 
connect to trousers and option to add our level 2 back protector  
complete the jacket making it a wise choice for anyone looking for 

a simple style with traditional quality. And with the reassurance of 
CE certification to level “AA” you can be sure no compromise has 

been made on safety.

NEP PANTS

All motorcyclists need a good riding trouser that fits well and is 

easy to wear. The new Nep pants with its Dryway membrane easi-
ly fulfil these task and still leave you money to buy fuel. For cooler 
days there is a thermal lining and when the weather turns kind, the 

lining can be quickly and easily removed and the conveniently pla-
ced vents opened. Further enhancing the comfort there is elastic 

stretch panels at the knee, CE level 1 armour that can be adjusted 
for the perfect fit and different leg length options to suit all sizes. 
Certified to CE level “AA” for your safety.

TEXTILE WITH 
DRYWAY FUNCTION.

3 900,-

3 500,-

Nylon construction with taped seams

2 900,-
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Garment in a soft goatskin combined with 
textile to provide extra suppleness and 
a membrane to keep you dry.

JEANS / STRING JEANS

• 
• 5-pocket style
• Stretch lining
• Triple Stitched
• Can be supplemented with
 protectors

Size Men’s 48-62, Ladies 34-46

Jeans 5 400,-

String Jeans 5 990,-

ATLE / KATLA / TENGIL PANTS

• 
 elbows, hips and knees
• Triple Stitched
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• CE approved protection, adjustable.
• Can be supplemented with back protector
• Ventilation openings on sleeves
• Can be zipped together
• Reflecting parts

Jacket size Men’s 48-64, Ladies 36-48 

9 500,-

Pants size Men’s 46-60, SL50-58, 
Ladies 36-48, D21-24

9 500,-

Read more about functional 
membranes at www.jofama.se

HI-ART® reinforcement at shoulders, 

Goat leather 
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RIDGE

• CE approved to the highest protection class level 2
• Stable waist belt that can be adjusted for height 
 and width
• Detachable braces, adjustable
• Ventilating textile at the 
 back
• Mouldable to body shape
• The protection is 
 compatible with the 
 Corpus & Torso 
 products

Size S-L

4 400,-

SHIELD L2

• CE approved to the highest protection class level 2
• Stable waist belt that can be adjusted for height 
 and width
• Mouldable to body shape
• The protection is compatible 
 with the Corpus & Torso 
 products

Size S-L

SECURE L2

• 
 protection class level 2
• Mouldable to body shape
• Can only be used in 
 those of our jackets 
 that are prepared 
 with pocket

One size

1 950,-

HUNTLEY CAP

• 
 waist belt.
• CE approved to the 
 highest protection 
 class level 2

Size S-L

ZOLAR

Armoured vest
• Soft shell / Spandex 
 material construction
• CE approved back 
 protection classed in the 
 highest grade, level 2
• CE approved chest 
 protection, removable

Size XS-3XL

CORPUS

Armoured mesh jacket
• Mesh / Spandex construction
• CE approved protectors at chest, elbows and 
 shoulders
• Can be completed with CE back protector
• Thumb loops

Size S-3XL

TORSO 

• 
 breathable material 
 for comfort fit
• CE approved protection
 at elbows and shoulders
• All our back protectors 
 can be used in 
 combination with 
 the jacket

Size S-3XL

PROTECTOR SET 
MENS JACKETS / PANTS

LADY JACKETS / PANTS 

 Halvarsson’s Safety Attach System - S.A.S

Level 2 Limb protectors
• 
 or hip/knee protection set

Men’s/Ladies

Level 1 Limb protectors
• 

Men’s/Ladies

HUNTLEY

Highly absorbent
• CE approved to the 
 highest protection class level 2
• The smallest size fits in to all our back 
 protector pockets
• Can only be used in those of our jackets 
 that are prepared with pocket

Size S-L for optimal safety and comfort

2 200,-

Developed for our jackets and pants with 

CE approved shoulder/elbow protection set 

CE approved hip and knee protection set 

4 400,-

990,-

690,-

5 300,-

2 800,-

Spandex flexible, 

Stable adjustable 

3 800,-

3 990,-

CE approved to the highest 
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Thinsulate

SKIN FIT

Our gloves, boots and underwear are developed and 
produced with the same care and enthusiasm as all our 
products. We believe when riding you should enjoy the 
scenery with no concern about climate or temperature.

BEAST

Textile and leather waterproof glove.
• Goatnappa / Textile construction
• CE approved level 1 with knuckle protection
• HI-ART® reinforcement at palm area
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• Outlast® temperature regulating lining
• MC-fit technology to keep lining in place
• Reflecting parts

Size 5-14

ADVANCE

Textile and leather waterproof glove
• Goatnappa / Spandex construction
• CE approved level 1 with knuckle protection
• HI-ART® reinforcement at palm area
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• Outlast® temperature regulating lining
• Thinsulate® feed
• MC-fit technology to keep lining in place

Size 5-14

CATCH

Ventilated summer glove
• Hi-Art® reinforced at palm area
• CE approved level 1 with knuckle protection
• Touch screen panel on first finger

Size 6-12

SILKGLOVE

Inner glove
• Thermal inner glove

Size XS-2XL

SUPREME

Goatnappa construction
• HI-ART® reinforcement at palm area
• MC-fit technology to keep lining in place
• CE approved level 1 with knuckle protection

Size 6-14

2 400,-

LOGAN

Goatnappa construction
• CE approved level 1
• HI-ART® reinforcement at palm area
• MC-fit technology to keep lining in place

Size 5-14

2 400,-

                                Read more 
® ®,about HI-ART, Dryway+

Outlast, Thinsulate®, MC-t, Skin 
Fit and CE at www.jofama.se

550,-

3 600,-

1 400,-

3 400,-
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VIDAR 

Textile waterproof glove.
• Goat nappa / Textile construction
• CE approved level 1 with knuckle protection
• HI-ART® reinforcement at palm area
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• Skin Fit technology to keep lining in place
• Thinsulate® thermal lining

Size 5-14

AJAX

Waterproof glove
• Goatnappa / Textile construction
• CE approved level 1 with knuckle protection
• HI-ART® reinforcement at palm area
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• Thinsulate® thermal lining
• MC-fit technology to keep lining in place
• Reflecting parts

Size 5-14

2 400,-

ORBIT

Light weight summer waterproof glove
• Goatnappa / Textile construction
• CE approved level 1 with knuckle protection
• HI-ART® reinforcement at palm area
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• MC-fit technology to keep lining in place

Size 5-14

AERATE

Robust ventilated 
summer glove
• Goatnappa / 
 Textile construction
• CE approved level 1 with hard knuckle protection
• HI-ART® reinforcement at palm area

Size 5-14

FLEX

Light weight 
waterproof sports glove
• Goatnappa / Spandex construction
• HI-ART® reinforcement at palm area
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• MC-fit technology to keep lining in place
• CE approved level 1 with hard knuckle protection

Size 5-14

KNOCK

Light summer glove
• Hi-Art® reinforced at palm area
• CE approved level 1 with knuckle protection
• Touch screen panel first finger
• Skin Fit technology to keep lining in place

Size 5-14

DOLOMIT

Off road glove
• Air Mesh / Vapex 
 construction
• Silicone Grip at palm

Size XS-2XL

COAL

• 
• Silicone Grip at palm

Size XS-2XL

GREIP 

Short textile waterproof glove
• Textile construction
• CE approved level 1
• HI-ART® reinforcement at palm area
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• Skin Fit, technology that keeps 
 lining in place

Size 5-14

HUGIN 

Leather summer glove
• Goatnappa construction
• CE approved level 1 with knuckle protection
• HI-ART® reinforcement at palm area
• Skin Fit, technology that keeps lining in place
• Touch screen area on first finger

Size 5-14

1 600,-
1 790,-

2 700,-

2 600,-

1 900,-

1 300,-

990,-

Neoprene construction

Neoprene construction

1 790,-

1 150,-
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DRIZZLE

Nubuck construction
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• Ankle protection
• CE approved, level 1
• Steel shank sole insert

Size 38-48

SPLASH

Waterproof riding boot
• Microfiber construction
• Ankle and shin protection
• CE approved, level 1
• Dryway + ® functional membrane
• Lace and Velcro closure
• Steel shank sole insert

Size 36-48

CONVOY

Full grain leather construction
• Elastic upper edge

Size 37, 42-46

SOCK LONG SUMMER

Knitted Polyester with 
Coolmax construction
• Transports moisture

Sizes 36-40 / 41-45

SOCK WENGEN

Long winter sock.
• Wool/Polyamide/
 Lycra knit construction
• Keeps heat and 
 transports moisture

More about Outlast 

Size 36-40 / 41-45

at www.jofama.se

LIGHT WOOL UNDERWEAR

100% Merino Wool construction
• Outlast® temperature regulating treatment
• Keeps heat and transports moisture

XS-3XL

Light Wool Sweater 1 900,-

Light Wool Longs 1 650,-

4 500,-

4 500,-

3 500,-

420,-

480,-
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MESH SWEATER

100% Polyester mesh construction
• Moisture transporting and fast drying

Size XS-3XL

LONGS WOOL

100% Merino Wool 
construction
• Keeps heat and 
 transports moisture 

Size XS-3XL

MESH TEE

100% Polyester mesh 
construction
• Moisture transporting 
 and fast drying

Size XS-3XL

MESH SWEATER WIND

100% Polyester mesh construction. 
• Wind stopper mesh base layer.
• Moisture transporting and fast drying

Size XS-3XL

MESH PANTS

100% Polyester mesh 
construction
• Moisture transporting 
 and fast drying

Size XS-3XL

MESH SHORTS

100% Polyester mesh 
construction
• Moisture transporting 
 and fast drying

Size XS-3XL

450,-

POLO WIND WOOL

100% Merino Wool construction. 
• Wind stopper fabric at front area
• Keeps heat and transports moisture 

Size XS-3XL

POLO WOOL

100% Merino Wool 
construction
• Keeps heat and 
 transports moisture 

Size XS-3XL

Use base layers to dress 
correctly and adjust the num-
bers according to temperature.

1 900,-

1 100,- 750,-

750,-

670,-

2 800,-

2 450,-
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SCOOBY

3-layer windproof wool/soft 
shell/fleece construction
• Adjustable bottom

Size XS-3XL

COOLLY 

3-layer windproof wool/soft 
shell/fleece construction
• Adjustable bottom

Size XS-3XL

1 990,-

CONTOUR

Polyester construction

• Tight fitted collar
• Layer 2 / Leisure clothes

Size Men’s S-3XL Ladies LXS-LXL

WOOLLY

3-layer windproof wool/soft 
shell/fleece construction
• Adjustable bottom and hood

Size XS,S,3XL

1 990,-

Warm windproof jacket in 3 layer 
construction with wool and eece.

CORINA

Dense knitted fleece with Outlast® temperature 
control technology

Size Ladies LS-L2XL

RAGGY 

3-layer windproof soft shell construction
• Adjustable hood

Size 2XS-2XL

2 890,-

2 990,-

3 500,-

1 990,-
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TUBE NECK

High thermal neck collar
• Tricot material

One Size

 

POWERBANK COLLAR

Heated neck collar.
• Fleece lined.
• Built in heating cables providing approximately 40c 
• Can be powered with 5V Powerbank with 
 recommended capacity 2.0A

One Size

NECKCOLLAR

Wind and waterproof

One Size

WAIST FLEX

Extension between jacket and pants waist zip 

Size Men’s / Ladies

WAIST ZIP

Connects trousers to jacket using belt and belt loops
• Matching zip to all our jackets

Size Men’s / Ladies

BIB

Large adjustable kidney belt
• Uses connecting zip on trousers to add braces

Size Men’s / Ladies

BELT

• Leather

Size S-L    

 

CLIP

Extra strong elastic

One Size

FLIP

Full face mask
• Spandex and Neoprene 
 construction
• Generous opening for 
 nose and mouth

Functional accessories for your ride.

Size S-M / L-XL

    

730,-
    

450,-

    

750,-

    

750,-

    

1 590,-

    

290,-

    

1 400,-

    

650,-

    

450,-
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TOP

• Densely knitted cotton 
 construction

One Size

TUBE 

• Smooth knitwear
• Can be used in several variants

One Size

WATER PACK   

• 
• 1½L water bladder
• Practical opening on the side

Pack volume 5 L

COMBI PACK 

Multiple pockets and openings

    Flexible luggage products with useful packing options.

Pack volume 16 L

BAG / BAG SMALL

Motorcycle tail pack
• Easily attached using 4 straps included
• One large and two small compartments 
 with waterproof inner bags
• Anti slip material at underside

Bag Pack volume 52 L 

Bag Small Pack volume 42 L

Securing belt 

290,-

1 290,-

momentálněn
nedostupné!

290,-

2 500,-

2 900,-

1 590,-
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USE LAYERS OF CLOTHING FOR THE GREATEST COMFORT

Facts and size guide

To get the best out of functional clothing, it is important to dress properly from the body outwards. We recommend using the layer principle.

LAYER 3

This layer protects you from wind and water while completing 

the wicking of moisture away from the body. We recommend 

jackets and pants that use membranes. 

LAYER 4

In the most extreme wet and cold conditions, consider adding 

a fourth outer shell to protect from wind chill or wetting out of 

products. Once a jacket becomes wet on the outside, heat is lost 

quickly and the effects of wind chill become greater even when 

still dry on the inside. Use our WP jacket and trousers or WP suit 

as a perfect fourth layer. Add covers for gloves and footwear.

LAYER 1

You should wear polyester or wool closest to the body, or wool with 

Outlast®. It wicks away moisture and will keep you warm and dry. 

Avoid cotton as it absorbs moisture and will cool you down. Our 

underwear is also available in ventilated mesh for hot weather and in 

a range of wool weights and Windstopper for those really cold days.

LAYER 2

Because the intermediate layer should insulate and regulate 

temperature, use fleece, polyester or wool. Avoid cotton here, 

too. We recommend a garment that balances temperature 

and counteracts sweating. In really warm weather, you can 

skip the intermediate layer.
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SKIN FIT

D
W
R

Durable

Water

Repellent

100% OLEFIN

INNOBORNE
The Optimal Insulation

2.0

100% OLEFIN

INNOBORNE
The Optimal Insulation

CLOTHES MADE FROM THE RIGHT STUFF.

When we create new gear we set ourselves high standards. Our secret recipe for success is a century of craftsmanship 

blended with high technology. The result is motorcycle gear that’s far ahead of the pack. Just ask the motorcycle police in 

Sweden, England and the Czech Republic or any of the professional motorcyclists who wear our gear on a daily basis. In 

this section you can read all about the techniques and methods we use to keep you safe and comfortable on the road.

Outlast® is a high-tech material that evens out temperatures 
inside a garment. While it was originally developed to pro-
tect astronauts against extreme temperature differences, the 
material works just as well in bike wear. The lining consists 
of millions of microscopic paraffin wax capsules that absorb, 
store and release excess heat to keep the wearer feeling 
comfortable out on the road. Read more at outlast.com

This is a wind and waterproof membrane that keeps you 
dry even in the wettest, windiest weather. The material  
allows moisture to escape from the inside of the jacket 
while keeping wind and rain out. 
We add a new level to our own functional membrane with a 
waterproofing value of 10,000mm and a 30,000g/m2/24h 
breathability value. Found in some of our latest garments 
from Halvarssons and Lindstrands to yet further improve 
their performance. Keep in mind that a membranes function 
relies upon the difference in humidity between the inside 
and outside. If an external heat source is applied such as 
heated grips or seats, the membrane will work in reverse. 

An extra water repellent treatment on some of our textile 
and leather products providing additional comfort to the 
user. Garments treated with a DWR will shed water more 
efficiently, retain their breathability properties and dry faster 
while also being easier to keep clean.

Treating a garment with Teflon keeps the wearer dry and feeling 
fresh longer. The treatment keeps water and dirt away, and also 
allows a garment to dry quicker. Read more at teflon.com

HI-ART® is a proprietary material developed by us. We 
use the material in especially vulnerable areas to increase 
abrasion resistance. It makes leather 200 per cent stronger 
and textiles no less than 500 per cent stronger. You can 
compare the material to cutting a piece of wood; it’s much 
easier to cut across the grain than with it. We are extremely 
proud of our invention and being alone in offering the 
market this solution.

A garment is never stronger than its seams. It makes no difference 
how good the material is if the seams split, so we take our seams very 
seriously indeed. Following a multitude of tests we have found a tech-
nique that provides maximum durability. We use a well-balanced stitch 
density; heavy-duty, hard-wearing thread with three seams in vulnerable 
areas, all the correct distance apart to sew our garments together.

Maximum Comfort FIT technology in gloves laminates the liner 
and membrane with the outer shell for a perfect fit and prevents 
the liner from following the hand when removed.

A technology used to secure glove linings. Where used the lining will 
remain firmly attached and avoid being pulled away after a period of 
time.
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hinsulate
I N S U L A T I O N
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Thinsulate

EN 1621-2

Level 1

Safety Attach System
            S.A.S

100% OLEFIN

INNOBORNE
The Optimal Insulation

Black leather is commonly used in bike wear. Trouble is, it gets 
pretty hot in the sun. Unless you use TFL Cool System – an 
innovation that ensures black leather does not absorb more 
heat than brighter materials. Once it has been treated, 80 per 
cent of the heat radiation is reflected away and the garment 
can be up to 20° C cooler. Read more at tfl.com

Sometimes warm clothes can feel awkward and bulky,  
but thanks to Thinsulate our garments are light and supple, 
while also keeping the wearer warm. The secret behind the 
material is in the unique microfibres that warm up the air 

An insulating material capable of retaining heat longer than 
even wool yet is light weight, quick drying and transports 
moisture efficiently away from the body. Consist of 100% 
Olefin / Polypropylene. Can be found in our latest textile 
garments from Halvarssons and Lindstrands.

The CE label shows that the product complies with an 
approved safety standard based on advanced testing and 
accident studies. Further details at www.jofama.se

If a jacket bears this symbol it has a pocket ready for our 
CE-approved SECURE L2 and HUNTLEY back protector.

This product is pre-fitted with Velcro and can be comple-
mented with a complete protection kit for jacket or pants. 
The CE-approved protectors come in two sizes.

The product has CE-approved protection level 1 and Velcro  
fasteners for easy adjustment. Jackets have shoulder  
and elbow armour. Pants have hip and knee armour.

This product has armour that achieves Level 2, the highest 
level according to EN 1621-1:2012. Velcro attachments 
for personal fit. Jackets have shoulder and elbow armour. 
Pants have hip and knee armour. Elbow and knee armour 

Facts and size guide

is designed to provide more protection on the outside.

T
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  90–94
  94–98
  98–102  
102–106
106–110
110–114
114–118
118–122
122–126
126–130
130–134

= 46
= 48
= 50
= 52
= 54
= 56
= 58
= 60
= 62
= 64
= 66

Size

A

B

C

  78–82
  82–86
  86–90
  90–94
  94–98
  98–102
102–106
106–110
110–114
114–118
118–122

= 46
= 48
= 50
= 52
= 54
= 56
= 58
= 60
= 62
= 64
= 66

Size

B

172–178
174–180
176–182 
178–184
180–186
182–188
184–190
186–192
188–194
190–196
192–198

= 46
= 48
= 50
= 52
= 54
= 56
= 58
= 60
= 62
= 64
= 66

Height (cm)

C

A

B

LADYMEN

D

158–164
160–166
162–168
164–170
166–172
168–174
170–176
172–178
174–180

= 34
= 36
= 38
= 40
= 42
= 44
= 46
= 48
= 50

Size

C

Size

  80–84
  84–88
  88–92
  92–96
  96–100
100–104
104–108
108–112
112–116

= 34
= 36
= 38
= 40
= 42
= 44
= 46
= 48
= 50

Size

A

    64–68
    68–72
    72–76
    76–80
    80–84
    84–88
    88–92
    92–96
    96–100

= 34
= 36
= 38
= 40
= 42
= 44
= 46
= 48
= 50

Size

B

  88–92
  92–96
  96–100
100–104
104–108
108–112
112–116
116–120
120–124

= 34
= 36
= 38
= 40
= 42
= 44
= 46
= 48
= 50

Size
D

A

C

C

Chest (cm)

Waist (cm)

Waist (cm)

Chest (cm)

Height (cm)

Seat (cm)

SIZE GUIDE.

MEN’S WOMEN’S
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Facts and size guide

For further information, visit www.jofama.se

Unisex Women’s Lady XS Lady S Lady M Lady L Lady XL Lady 2XL Lady 3XL

Inches 26-27 27-28 29-30 31-32 33-34 35-36 37-38

Unisex Size 2XS XS S M L XL

SIZE GUIDE.

MEN’S

2XL

Normal Size 46 48 50 52 54 56 58 60 62 64 66

Long leg LL46 LL48 LL50 LL52 LL54 LL56 LL58 LL60 LL62 LL64 LL66

Short leg SL46 SL48 SL50 SL52 SL54 SL56 SL58 SL60 SL62 SL64 SL66

Inches 29-30 30-31 32–33 34-35 36-37 38-39 40-41 42-43

Unisex Size XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL

Long leg: +5 cm. Short leg: -8 cm

WOMEN’S

Normal Size 34 36 38 40 42 44 46 48 50

D-Size D20 D21 D22 D23 D24

Short leg SL34 SL36 SL38 SL40 SL42 SL44 SL46 SL48 SL50

D-Size: Leg length -5cm, waist +6 cm, seat +9 cm. Short leg: -8 cm

JUNIOR

Centilong 110-120 120-130 130-140 150-160

Unisex Junior Junior S Junior M Junior L Junior XL

GLOVES

Size 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Unisex gloves XS S M L XL 2XL



          
@JofamaMC

Tel: +46 (0)280-555 55

Fax: +46 (0)280-555 60

office@jofama.se

www.jofama.se
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JOFAMA AB
Västra Industrigatan 16

SE-782 33 Malung, Sweden

Phone: +46 (0) 280 555 55

Email: office@jofama.se

www.jofama.se
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Dealer and webshop:

www.halvarssons.cz 

HZmoto s.r.o.
Nové Domky 348
58821 VELKÝ BERANOV
e-mail: info@halvarssons.cz
Tel.: +420 567 218 600
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